Compliant mechanisms with ultrahigh precision motion are being increasingly used for several applications including micromeasurement, micro/nanomanipulation, microfabrication, and so on. Flexure linkages offer inherent advantages of being frictionless, highly repeatable, and having great design flexibility. Monolithic fabrication of these mechanisms limits the use of multiple materials for optimized design and is expensive or infeasible especially for three-dimensional mechanisms. An alternative method of assembling components of a compliant mechanism is considered in this paper and design for assembly guidelines are put forth. It is found that if each of the connections of a compliant mechanism is constrained exactly using two pins as per the traditional practice, internal stresses are generated in the links and their warping does not allow the desired operation of the mechanism. The proposed guidelines, which are based on Grubler's criteria, include a simple formulation to determine number of locating pins to be used in the entire assembly. Further, these guidelines also determine the locations of these pins. Several compliant mechanisms were fabricated and assembled using these guidelines and were found to be working satisfactorily.
Introduction
Compliant mechanisms offer considerable advantages over conventional motion systems [1, 2] in terms of operational characteristics. For example, these mechanisms have no friction losses and hence do not require lubrication. They generate smooth, continuous, and repeatable displacement without backlash. These attributes have endeared compliant mechanisms to mesoscale and microscale ultrahigh precision, high-speed motion applications, including microstereolithography [3] , nanopositioning platforms [4] , comb drives in micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS) [5] , and so on. In case of flexure based motion platforms, the quality of motion is substantially better as compared to air or magnetic bearings. The quality of constraint may be nonideal, yet it exhibits a predictable and repeatable relationship between force and displacement [22] .
Compliant mechanisms can be broadly classified into: (1) Mechanisms having lumped compliance (flexure joints) [6, 7] , (2) mechanisms having distributed compliance (flexure links) [8] , and (3) mechanisms containing both of these [9] . While developing assembly guidelines in this paper, our focus is on mechanisms having distributed compliance. However, the proposed rules are applicable to mechanisms having lumped compliance as well. While counting the number of links "n" in a mechanism, all separate parts/links to be connected together in the assembly need to be included whether it is a mechanism having distributed compliance or lumped compliance or a combination of both.
Compliant mechanisms are traditionally designed using monolithic construction and fabricated using either water jet machining [10] or wire electro-discharge-machining (EDM) [11] . Natural advantages of using nonmonolithic assembled flexure mechanisms include optimized use of the materials, construction with different materials, ease of fabrication and cost saving. Only a few researchers [12, 13] have used assembly of flexure links and dealt with the assembly problems faced [14] [15] [16] . However, these papers do not talk about the details of how links have been assembled nor do they comment on the performance of the assembled mechanism as compared to the expected.
Assembly of flexible links/joints using conventional principles of location [17] [18] [19] can be carried out using two dowel pins at each joint of the flexural link to secure it completely. More recently sophisticated kinematic couplings (KC) and quasi kinematic couplings (QKC) (see Ref. [20] for detailed review of these) have been developed for precision securing of two rigid bodies. Another way is to hold all the links in the mechanism in place by using specially designed fixtures and then tighten screws in all the joints (without using dowel pins). We tested both of these techniques for assembly of a simple double parallelogram flexure mechanism. It was found that in the first case with dowel pins, the linkages showed warping even if close machining tolerances were maintained. Use of KCs and QKCs for each of the joints is not feasible because of small thickness of the flexure links. In the second case, the warping of the links was avoided completely but the process turned out to be an expensive and tedious one. In addition, loads applied on mechanism resulted in slip at the joints where dowel pins were not used.
In this paper, we propose guidelines for assembly of compliant mechanism with n links participating in the assembly. Several typical configurations (single loop and multiloop) possible with n links are addressed in the proposed guidelines. Based on the configuration of the n-link mechanism, these guidelines determine the number of pins required for assembly. Further, rules for pin locations are laid down based on the configuration of the mechanism. Special cases with nontypical multiloop configurations are also discussed. Several theoretical and experimental examples demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed guidelines.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the problem and solves it for an illustrative case to lay the foundation of the generalized guidelines presented further in Sec. 3. Several possible assembly configurations are considered in Sec. 3 for theoretical development. Section 4 presents three cases of fabricated compliant mechanisms where use of these guidelines is practically demonstrated. Finally, Sec. 5 concludes the research work.
Development of Concept With an Illustrative Case
The most commonly used compliant mechanism is double parallelogram flexure/folded-beam flexure/crab-leg flexure [21, 22] as shown in Fig. 1 . A solid model of simpler half part of this mechanism consisting of four links is shown in Fig. 2 . Note that locking plates as seen in Fig. 2 are not counted as links and are only used to secure the links with screws. The screws do not participate in constraining the links as the corresponding holes in the flexural links are larger.
For assembly of such a mechanism with four joints, there are eight possible dowel pin locations: two on either side of each flexible link. Traditional assembly procedures for constraining two rigid bodies would indicate using all eight pins. Let us consider for simplicity in discussion, the following case 1 using six pins instead.
Case 1: In this case (see Fig. 2 ), we consider assembly of a four link structure using six dowel pins and study the effect of tolerances on the assembly. To enhance the effect we consider an exaggerated misalignment due to tolerance. Specifically we consider the center of the hole carrying pin 6 is misaligned by 0.4 mm along the length direction of the flexure link.
Consider that pins 3 and 4 are introduced between links 3 and 1 as shown in Fig. 2 . Similarly pins 1 and 2 are inserted as shown. Now if pin 5 is introduced between links 1 and 2, pin 6, introduced in the designated hole in link 1, would see misalignment with hole in the flexure link 2. Under this situation, forcing pin 6 in its position leads to warping of flexure mechanism. Figure 3(a) clearly shows the tilt of the stage and Fig. 3(b) shows the warping induced in the flexure linkages. The difference in the levels of the stage shown in Fig. 3(a) [23] simulating case 1. The element used for analysis was the solid "Brick 8noded" element. The convergence of the results was verified by using different number of elements. The following approach was used to obtain the results.
We consider that the link 3 is secured properly with the fixed base link 1.This constrains the locations of pins 3 and 4 in all the three directions namely the X, Y, and Z. Pin 2 (between link 2 and 4), pin 5 and pin 1 (between link 3 and 4) constrain these links in X, Y, and Z directions. Now the last pin, i.e., pin 6 is misaligned from the corresponding location in the fixed base link 1. In order to assemble link 2 along with pin 6, we need to move the hole location to match with the corresponding location in the fixed link 1 by giving displacement boundary conditions. Since all other hole locations are fixed, there is no provision for the structure to adjust itself and settle in any stress-free position. Hence, this results in warping of the links and tilting of the stage as seen in
Thus, we see that even with six pins instead of 8 there is warping.
Case 2: In this case (see Fig. 4 ), exactly same tolerances that resulted into a hole misalignment in case 1 are used; however, we now propose that instead of overconstraining the system as in case 1, we constrain system such that overall degrees of freedom (DOF) are exactly zero. This is achieved by putting one pin less than the previous case. In Fig. 4 , shown below, we remove pin 6.
Similar to case 1, pins 3 and 4 are between link 3 and link 1; pin 2 is between link 4 and link 2, and pin 1 between links 4 and 3. Now only one, pin 5 is between links 2 and 1 (as against two pins in case 1). Thus, the angular misalignment that was produced in the previous case has been taken care of.
(Note that we can remove pin 5 as well instead of pin 6. Also it is also possible to remove either pin 3 or pin 4. Any of the pins when removed will give the same results.).
The difference between the two cases is clearly seen from Figs. 3 and 5. We can see that there is no warping and no tilt of the stage in case 2. Note that ANSYS analysis for case 2 would give trivial results with no warping and no distortions, hence is not presented here.
What we have done in effect is reduced the number of pins such that the whole structure is constrained minimally. If we assume a case with all links in the previous example being rigid with the corresponding misalignment in holes, there is no way the final locating pin could have been forced through them. On the other hand, in the case of flexible (flexure) links, pins can be forced through the links. But while doing so internal stresses are induced in the links causing them to warp, bend and twist. This affects the desired motion and hampers the performance of the mechanism. Hence, theoretical idea in proposing the guidelines is to have minimum redundancy while assembling the mechanism as structure considering all links to be rigid. This idea is mathematically achieved by setting number degrees of freedom to be exactly zero as generalized in Sec. 3.
Compliant Mechanism Assembly Guidelines
Concepts highlighted in the previous example are now generalized as guidelines for assembly of n-link compliant mechanism and are further elaborated theoretically in this section. Transactions of the ASME Our goal is-given a compliant mechanism as in Sec. 2 or a more complex mechanism, determine the number of dowel pins to be used for constraining the assembly and their preferred locations so as to achieve warp-free assembly in presence of errors introduced due to dimensional tolerances.
To develop the assembly guidelines, the first proposed step is to consider a virtual system where flexure linkages are replaced by rigid links. Furthermore, dowel pins are to be considered as either revolute pair or higher pair depending on the way they are proposed to be used. With this setting, now we introduce and elaborate the following rules.
3.1 Planar (2D) Case. We propose the following as the first guideline:
Rule 1: For a given "n" link compliant mechanism assuming all links to be rigid, use Grubler's criterion [24] to find the relationship between the number of full joints j (revolute pair), which cannot be less than the number of links n, and the number of "half joints" h (higher pair) to fully constrain the mechanism to have exactly zero DOF. Further, identify the configuration of the mechanism -single loop or multiple loops, based on each combination of j and h.
Note:
(1) Terminology 'half joint' for higher pair is introduced for the ease of understanding and developing rules. Figures 9 and 10 later explain physical realization of the half joint using higher pairs. (2) The number of different typical multiloop configurations is given by the quotient of (n À 3)/2. (3) For even number of links in a multiloop system, h for different configurations is an odd number starting from 1 to n À 3. Similarly, for odd number of links for the different configurations, h is an even number starting from 0 to n À 3.
The above guideline for determining the number of pins is illustrated below for planar mechanisms and is further extended to 3D compliant mechanisms. Grubler's criteria for finding DOF for a 2D mechanism is given by the following equation:
where "n" is number of links and "j" denotes number of single DOF pairs/ full joints and "h" denotes the number of 2 DOF pairs/ higher pairs/half joints. For fully constraining an n-link compliant mechanism, substitute DOF equal to zero in Eq. (1) to get the relationship between j and h
where h is selected appropriately to make j an integer. For even number of links, in order to have an integer for j, h should be odd number starting from 1. Similarly for odd number of links, the number of half joints should be an even number starting from 0. The number of full joints cannot be less than the number of links. This is because the simplest possible configuration for an n-link mechanism is the single loop configuration which also has the least number of full joints with j equal to n.
Observe that based on a certain combination of full joints and half joints which satisfy rule 1, along with the single loop case we may get a different configuration for the mechanism with same number of links n. These can be broadly classified into single loop and multiloop configurations. Three and four link loops form the fundamental components of multiloop systems. It should be observed that for mechanisms up to four links, only single loop configuration is possible. Figure 6 shows single loop configuration for three and four link mechanism.
According to rule 1 (Eq. (2)), to exactly constrain a three link mechanism, we observe that the number of full joints required is 3 and hence the number of half joints is 0. For a four link mechanism, the number of full joints required is 4 and hence the number of half joints is 1.
Consider a case of a 5 link mechanism (n ¼ 5): According to rule 1, the relationship between the number of full joints and the number of half joints is given by:
Thus, in order to have a whole number for j with the restriction that j cannot be less than number of links, the options are, Fig. 4 A zero DOF three-dimensional four bar structure connected using five pins Transactions of the ASME as shown in Fig. 7 . Thus, we have one single loop and one typical multiloop configuration made up of two triangular loops as suggested by rule1.
Next consider a case with n ¼ 7: According to the rule 1 the relationship between the number of full joints and the number of half joints is given by:
Thus, in order to have a whole number for j with the restriction that j cannot be less than number of links, the options are,
as shown in Fig. 8 . Thus, we have one single loop and two typical multiloop configurations. One is made up of two four link loops and the other is made up of three triangular loops as suggested by rule 1, (n À 3)/2, i.e., (7 À 3)/2 ¼ 2.
Fundamental configuration which is crucial to designing complex compliant mechanisms is the four link loop as shown in Fig. 6(b) . As the number of links go on increasing there could be a multitude of different configurations possible using the fundamental three and four link loops. Given the number of links n, using rule 1, we can formulate a table which specifies single loop and typical multiloop configurations possible and the number of full and half joints required to exactly constrain the mechanism (to have zero DOFs).
Figures 9 and 10 show physical realization of a half joint for constraining two links so that there is no relative motion between them (zero DOF). This is achieved by using one full joint and one half joint according to Table 1. Note that, since two links cannot form a loop, the criteria that the number of full joints cannot be less than the number of links does not apply here. However, this case must satisfy Eq. (2).
It should be noted that it is physically possible to assemble a flexure linkage with number of full joints j less than number of links n with the number the half joints h making up for the loss according to Eq. (2). This is illustrated by the following example. Figure 11 shows a four link mechanism. According to Eq. (2), the relationship between j and h is given by, 
If we neglect rule 1 and allow j to be less than n we have the following configurations:
Out of these only the first case is feasible to build as shown in Fig. 11 with number of full joints j ¼ 3 and number of half joints h ¼ 3. Although mechanism would work theoretically, there will be practical difficulty in assembling this configuration especially links 3 and 4. Also the number of pins required would be more because for every full joint reduced, two more half joints will be required to compensate for that. If the compliant mechanism to be constrained can be classified as single loop or some typical multiloop configuration as described before, the process of constraining it exactly is simple. Using Table 1 , we know exactly the number of full joints and half joints required for constraining the individual fundamental building blocks spanning the entire mechanism. Once all the individual building blocks are constrained, the entire mechanism gets fully constrained.
However, several complex compliant mechanisms do not fall under any typical configuration and require a different approach. In other cases, even if mechanism falls in typical configurations (mentioned in Table 1 ), it may be too complex to identify locations of pins based on rule 1. In such cases it would help to disintegrate the mechanism in smaller loops. To consider flexure assembly in such situations the following rule is developed as the next guideline.
Rule 2: For a compliant mechanism with multiple loops in its 2D representation, once the relation between the total number of pins corresponding to full joints j and half joints h is obtained from rule 1, disintegrate the mechanism into loops, each having a single fixed link. Then, consider one individual loop at a time and using rule 1, fix the locations of the pins with full and half joints for this loop. Further, repeat the process for other loops maintaining at the same time rule 1 relationship for the entire mechanism.
Note: As we will see in the following subsection 3.2, considering 3D cases, a complex spatial (3D) compliant mechanism can also be represented as 2D case with same number of links and joints.
3.2 Spatial (3D) Case. For an n-link 3D mechanism, the Grubler's criterion is given as,
where, p i ¼ number of pairs having "i" DOF. If we set DOF ¼ 0, and consider j pin joints (2 DOF), and h half joints (4 DOF: translation and rotation in plane and also out of plane perpendicular to pin axis), the equation gets modified to,
Simplifying we get
which is exactly same as that for a 2D case (Eq. (2)). Hence, complex 3D mechanisms can be represented by simple planar 2D mechanisms having the same number and same type of links and joints. So rules 1 and 2, which apply to 2D case, can also be easily extended to 3D case. Rule 2 is useful especially in cases when there is a redundancy in the system. For example, instead of two flexible links in Fig. 2 , the end block is held by three identical flexible links as shown in Fig. 12 . Figure 13 (a) further shows its 2D equivalent representation. As seen in Fig. 13(a) , this configuration is neither single loop nor is it a typical multiloop configuration presented in Fig. 4 . Hence, we need to employ rule 2 for this case.
According to rule 2, we disintegrate the mechanism into two parts. First we consider the four link loop made of links 1-2-3-4 as seen in Fig. 13(b) . We need four full joints and 1 half joint to constrain it according to rule 1. Due to this link 3 gets completely constrained. Now the second part of the problem is to constrain link 5 with links 1 and 3. It should be noted that links 1 and 3 can now be treated as a single link. So this becomes a 2 link constraining problem which according to Table 1 requires 1 full joint and 1 half joint to constrain it fully (shown in Fig. 13(c) ). In summary, the mechanism requires five full-joints and two half-joints which comply with calculations from rule 1.
Rule 3: Exceptions to Rules 1 and 2 based on symmetry of the links and similarity in their dimensions should be handled on case-by-case basis. However, the relationship between the number of full joints and the number of half joints according to rule 1 should be obeyed.
Experimental Results: Three Cases
This section presents application of rules 1-3 to three compliant mechanisms. According to rules 1 and 2, along with the single loop configuration this seven link mechanism can have typically ((n À 3)/ 2 ¼ 2) two multiloop configurations as shown in Fig. 8 .
Since the required mechanism belongs to the multiloop kind as shown in Fig. 8(b) , it would require eight full joints and two half joints (four full joints and one half joint for each of the two four link loops) as shown in Fig. 15 . Figure 16 shows actually fabricated double flexure parallelogram mechanism disassembled and assembled thrice using the proposed guidelines. Note that after putting in the pins at required location at each joint two screws hold that joint in place. However, screws do not touch the flexure links and hence do not participate in constraining them. The mechanism after assembly was characterized for its force vs. displacement curve using noncontact magnetic actuator (BIE, Kimko) and linear encoder (Renishaw) after each assembly. Observed linear relationship between the force and displacement indicates that there is no twisting and warping of the links and the mechanism works as desired. The linearity in this case was found to be within 5.5% as compared to 28.5% in case of warped mechanism. Fig. 17 consists of 11 links (n ¼ 11) with eight flexural and three rigid links. Note that this mechanism is a spatial mechanism and hence cannot be fabricated using conventional EDM or water jet machining processes. In addition, we have employed different materials (beryllium copper for flexure links and aluminum elsewhere) for construction, which again is not possible with monolithic construction.
According to rule 1, along with the single loop configuration we can have four ((n À 3)/2 ¼ 4) different multiloop configurations. From Table 1 , various configurations are It can be observed that similar to the example discussed in Fig. 13 , this mechanism does not belong to any of the typical configurations mentioned above. Hence, using rule 2, we should consider individual loops and then constrain each of them according to rule 1. Since there are several links parallel to each other, each having the same length, we might have to apply rule 3 also. For this mechanism, we will consider two loops-Outer loop (six links) consisting of links 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 11 and inner loop (six links) consisting of links 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 with one link 9 as common link.
Outer loop (six links): From Table 1 , for the outer loop, along with the single loop system we can have typically one multiloop configuration as given below
Since even this loop (see Fig. 18 ) has a nontypical multiloop configuration, we use rule 2 to constrain it in the following way: We first consider the left four link loop consisting of flexure links 1 and 2, base link 11 and top plate link 9. Now using Table 1 , we can constrain this four link loop exactly by four full joints and one half joint as shown in Fig. 18(b) . This results in top plate, i.e., link 9 to be fully constrained. We now focus on the four link loop on the right. According to rule 1, the relationship between the number of full joints and number of half joints should be maintained. For the entire six link loop, we already utilized four full joints and one half joint. So the options are, (1) we can have a maximum of three more full joints and (2) we can have a maximum of two more full joints and two more half joints so that the total number of full joints becomes 6 and total number of half joints becomes 3 which is in line with rule 1 applied to 6 link mechanism. Now for the right four link loops, the top plate 9 and bottom plate 11 are fully constrained, hence they act like a single link. So we can disintegrate the right hand side loop into a couple of two link constraining problems. First part is to constrain link 7 with respect to combined link 9 and 11 and the second part is to constrain link 8 with respect to combined links 9 and 11 as shown in Figs. 18(c) and 18(d). We take the second approach of using two full joints and two half joints. Each of these two link problems will require one full joint and one half joint, respectively. This makes the total number of full joints as 6 and the total number of half joints as 3 for the entire mechanism.
Inner loop (six links): A similar method can be employed to constrain the inner loop with six full joints and three half joints. Thus, in all we require 12 full joints and 6 half joints which is in accordance with rule 1 and has the same number of full and half joints as the first multiloop configuration mentioned for this 11 link mechanism. Figure 19 shows the actually fabricated compliant mechanism structure assembled using the proposed guidelines. The mechanism was disassembled and assembled twice and the plot of force vs. displacement of the stage was obtained in a similar manner as for the compliant mechanism 1. The observed linear variation (as expected from theory) of force vs. displacement curve with linearity within 8.5% indicated its successful working. Figure 21 shows a simplified two-dimensional diagram of the above mechanism with all the link numbers and joints (blue dots).
According to rule 1, along with the single loop configuration we can have ten ((n À 3)/2 ¼ 10) different multiloop configurations. Based on Eq. (2), these can be given as 
It can be observed from Fig. 21 that the configuration of the mechanism demands 28 connections. If we use a full joint at each of these connections (filled dots), we would require in all 10 half joints to fully constrain it according to the fifth multiloop configuration mentioned above. Using rule 2, we disintegrate the mechanism into loops and then constrain the individual loops using Table 1 , but we should also ensure that in this process the total number of full joints should be 28 and the total number of half joints should be 10.
Consider the following loops (see Fig. 22 ): Loop 1: (links 1-8-7-9-10-14-1) This is a six link, single loop mechanism and requires six full joints and three half joints according to the Table 1 . We apply the three half joint between links 1-8, 8-7, and 1-14, respectively.
Loop 2: (links 1-14-10-11-12-13-1) Links 1, 14, and 10 can be considered as one link say "k" as they are constrained fully in loop 1. Thus, loop 2 consists of four links k, 13, 12, and 11 which can be fully constrained by four full joints and one half joint according to Loop 5: (links 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-1) This is an eight link, single loop mechanism. Now because loops 1 and 3 are already constrained, links 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8 are fully constrained. Thus, replacing these links with a single link say "k" we have four link mechanism with links k, 4, 5, and 6 which can be constrained exactly with 4 full joints and 1 half joint. This half joint is applied between links 6 and 7.
Loop 6: (links 1-13-12-15-23-22-19-20-1) This is again an eight link, single loop. Now again because loops 2 and 4 are already constrained, we have fully constrained the links 1, 20, 19, 12, and 13. Thus, replacing these links with a single link say "k" we have a four bar mechanism with links k, 22, 23, and 15 which can be constrained exactly with 4 full joints and 1 half joint. This half joint is applied between links 12-15. Thus, for the entire mechanism we have 28 full joints (blue dots) and 10 half joints (green dots) as shown in Fig. 22 , which is in accordance with the fifth multiloop configuration mentioned before.
Finally, Fig. 23 shows the actually fabricated displacement amplifying flexural mechanism assembled using the proposed guidelines. The force vs. displacement curve (obtained in a similar manner to previous case) indicated linear relationship with linearity within 2%and hence, we can conclude successful working of the flexure mechanism with no twisting and warping of the links.
Monolithic fabrication of such a complex 3D structure is not viable and hence making components separately and taking the assembly approach becomes essential.
Conclusion
This paper offers alternative assembly approach to build compliant mechanisms as against their monolithic construction. Traditional assembly procedures are either not feasible or result in warping of links in compliant mechanisms. This paper presents design for assembly guidelines for successful warp-free assembly of compliant mechanisms. The problem is looked at from the rigid body mechanism perspective, not just for two mating components of compliant mechanism, but for the entire mechanism considered together. Further rules are laid down for determining number and location of dowel pins required to exactly constrain the 'rigid equivalent' of compliant mechanism, i.e., making DOF exactly zero. The approach uses both full joints and half joints (higher pair) to constrain the assembly. Physical insights are developed into the proposed rules by a case study that considers assembly with and without using the proposed guidelines. Finally, three representative cases of compliant mechanisms with increasing complexity are analyzed with the proposed rules, fabricated, assembled, and demonstrated to be working successfully yielding the desired performance.
